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In this perspective article, we consider the pathway biochemical sensing will

take as the huge businesses underpinning Big Data and the Internet of Things

seek new layers of highly valuable information to integrate into our increasingly

digitisedworld. Up to now, the complexity of biochemical sensing has limited its

inclusion in a manner similar to more reliable and lower cost technologies

based on physical transducers. At its core, this complexity arises from the

fundamental need for biochemical sensors to interact intimately at the

molecular level with one or more specific components (analytes) in samples

that are often highly complex and hostile to the sensors. This limits the

functional lifetime of biochemical sensors to at best days or weeks or most

commonly single use, making long-term embedded use-models developed for

Internet of Things applications beyond reach. Nevertheless, even single use

sensors can lead to “big data”, if used in large enough scale (e.g., COVID-19

diagnostics), and progress in continuous is beginning tomake headway towards

longer-term use models in health and environmental monitoring. New

concepts exploiting advanced materials and biomimetic concepts offer

opportunities to further extend the lifetime of biochemical sensing devices.
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1 Introduction

As our world emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the most striking

outcomes has been the hugely positive role played by science in mitigating the scale of the

potential disastrous impact of the virus on global society. This applies to the incredibly

rapid development and use at huge scale of very effective vaccines, based on an ability to

accurately map the 3D structure of the virus within weeks of the pandemic initiation,

coupled with the development of molecular candidates that could block the virus’s mode

of action, and their synthesis using newly developed RNA technologies. In parallel,

accurate diagnostics based on PCR technology, along with less sensitive, but easier to use

and much lower cost antigen-based lateral flow tests, provided a means to confirm
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infection and implement targeted responses to reduce viral

spread among the general population. And while the twin

approach of effective vaccination and accurate diagnosis

undoubtedly significantly reduced the impact of the virus, the

number infected is well over half a billion, with over six million

deaths globally1. Many countries experienced a collapse in their

PCR based diagnostics systems, due to the need to employ

centralised laboratories with trained staff, and the time delay

from sampling to reporting the outcome (typically from one to

several days, or longer), which made rapid scale up to meet

demand dynamics impossible. Furthermore, the much faster,

lower cost antigen-based lateral flow tests were reluctantly

embraced by the clinical establishment in many jurisdictions,

as they were felt to be insufficiently sensitive and could be

performed independently by the general population.

For those working and researching in diagnostics

technologies, the lessons from the pandemic are manifold.

Coupling of PCR accuracy and sensitivity with the ease of use,

low cost and rapid turnaround of lateral flow platforms it a key

requirement for developing effective responses that can be

rapidly scaled up and implemented on a global scale, and

advances in this regard are already being reported (Casati

et al., 2022). The challenges of innovation in disease

diagnostics highlight the complexity of detecting molecular

targets compared to physical measurements, even though in

this case only a YES/NO binary outcome is required. If we

consider time-series measurements with biochemical sensors2,

things get considerably more difficult, particularly if the

measurements are to be made in an autonomous manner, in

remote locations and challenging media, for a prolonged period

of time (months, years).

It is sobering to consider that in the 40 years since the heady

days of the 1980s, when all seemed possible (Garrett DeYoung,

1983), the current best available technology for arguably the most

important chronic clinical condition, diabetes, is two-weeks

continuous monitoring via a patch-based device. The rapid

replacement of the pre-existing approach of a single-use

glucose sensor coupled with finger-prick blood sampling has

brought enormous benefit to millions of diabetics who now for

the first time, can see the impact of lifestyle on glucose dynamics

in the data, and take personalised actions to control their

condition (Brown and Kelly, 2015). But clearly there are

significant barriers yet to be overcome before technologies for

longer-term autonomous biochemical sensing can become a

reality.

Given the challenges of implementing long-term continuous

monitoring with biochemical sensors, the possibility of using

readily available and reliable sensors to provide indirect

indication of clinical conditions has been the subject of

increasing interest. For example, the potential exploitation of

wearable fitness trackers has been investigated for early

indication of COVID-19 infection. Expanding on previous

studies, which demonstrate the ability for surveillance and real

time tracking of influenza-like illnesses, several studies in the past

2 years have shown that commonly monitored data (such as

heart rate, daily steps, and sleep time) can be used to predict pre-

symptomatic cases (Miller et al., 2020; Mishra et al., 2020; Radin

et al., 2020; Ates et al., 2021; Mason et al., 2022). Recent advances

have also shown that inclusion of multimodal sensing, combined

with algorithm development may lead to successful infection

detection, but it must be noted that they are ultimately limited by

their inability to distinguish between specific viral infections.

Moreover, it cannot be overlooked that external contributing

factors such as environment and behaviour are inextricably

linked to these measurements. In reality these approaches are

designed to provide an overall picture of personal condition

rather than detection of a specific infection, but as personal

condition is correlated with general health, they could provide

early indication of infection across a population, and assist with

strategic decision making regarding appropriate localised

responses.

2 Building an internet of biochemical
things

The term “Internet of Things” (IOT) was first introduced by

Kevin Ashton in 1999, then working for Procter and Gamble, to

describe how RFID short-range wireless communications

technologies could be used to communicate with objects

(packages, instruments, equipment) for tracking assets, and

monitoring production lines and distribution chains. IOT

involves embedding sensing and wireless communications into

objects, integrating them into the internet, rendering them to

some extent “smart” and “self-aware”, capable of communicating

aspects of their condition (location, temperature, vibration/noise

status, whether damaged or opened, etc.) within local or large-

scale control networks. In concept, it is closely related to wireless

sensor networks (WSNs), in that the fundamental building

blocks of the IOT are suitable sensors (low-cost, reliable,

robust, long use-time, easy or zero service requirement etc.,

such as thermistors, photodetectors, acoustic wave devices)

and wireless communications. Important markets include

smart-home technologies, wearable devices for tracking

1 These numbers are continuing to increase and do not include many
unregistered infections and deaths; see https://www.worldometers.
info/coronavirus/.

2 We use the term “Biochemical Sensors” as a broad term to cover both
“Chemical Sensors” and “Biosensors”; i.e., sensors that can detect and
signal a target species in a sample solution, via a membrane/film
surface that presents selective binding sites (ligands, enzymes,
antibodies etc.) to the sample. This does not include non-contact
approaches such spectroscopic methods. In Byrne and Diamond,
2006, the actual term used is “Chemical Sensor Paradox”, but the
argument applies equally well to “biosensors” and hence “biochemical
sensors”.
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personal health and fitness, production line monitoring, asset

tracking, energy monitoring, and supply chain monitoring.

Considering why biochemical sensors cannot meet the

requirements of the IOT is an interesting exercise, as it

highlights one of the most formidable challenges for

autonomous biochemical sensors—how to dramatically extend

their useful lifetime to months and years. To move forward, the

fundamental barrier(s) to progress with biochemical sensors

compared to physical transducers must be identified and, if

possible, overcome. Arguably, the greatest challenge can be

summarised as the “chemical sensor paradox” (Byrne and

Diamond, 2006) in that these devices typically require;

• A selectively responsive surface to transduce a molecular

binding event between a specific target species in a sample;

• A surface that does not change over time, retaining its

original characteristics and response behaviour.

Unlike physical transducers like thermistors, these devices

must interact intimately with the sample via a selective molecular

binding process on the responsive surface that generates the

analytical signal. However, at the same time, this sensitive surface

must be able to remain unchanged over time so that calibration

issues are minimised. Of course, these surfaces do change over

time, due to the formation of biofilms or other passivating surface

effects like oxidation of catalytic sites or (bio)receptor

degradation, leading to loss of selectivity and sensitivity.

Hence biochemical sensors need regular calibration to

monitor and compensate for these effects. Calibration in turn

requires some means for regularly exposing the sensor surface to

calibrants, wash/condition solutions, and the sample; i.e., a

plumbing system with integrated solution reservoirs and waste

containment is required to support the sensor function. This

degradation of the sensor surface over time is the reason why,

after 40 years of intense research, the entire field of biochemical

sensing is still incompatible with long-term use models.

3 Strategies for extending
biochemical sensor lifetime

Integrating sensing mechanisms within a lab-on-chip (LOC)

microfluidics environment can dramatically reduce sensing time

and sample volumes, while simultaneously increasing sensitivity

compared to bench-based analytical techniques. Through

integrated micropumps and valves, microfluidics can

incorporate calibration and washing routines, enabling a host

of sensing motifs and assays to be implemented. For biosensing,

the advantages offered by microfluidics such as device portability

and sample miniaturization, coupled with a range of different

transduction mechanisms, such as optical, fluorescent,

electrochemical, represent a particularly attractive proposition.

Microfluidic devices have been extensively investigated for

making biochemical measurements in a variety of biological

fluids, such as urine, saliva, ocular fluid, and sweat. Analysis of

ocular fluid and sweat is rather a new phenomenon, especially

for continuous sensing. Recent advances in this regard, have

demonstrated ways to quantify concentrations of electrolytes

(sodium, potassium) and metabolites (urea, glucose) in these

sample fluids using wearable type platforms employing

microfluidic components (Gao et al., 2016; Glennon et al.,

2016; Currano et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2019; Xuan et al.,

2021). While these advances are welcome, the use-model

remains frustratingly short-term (days at best in most cases),

and the way forward towards longer-term monitoring requires

more radical approaches. One strategy is to mimic approaches

seen in natural biosystems, as these offer many novel strategies

for long-term biosensing that are demonstrably successful.

Stimuli-responsive molecular and polymeric materials are at

the core of many natural biosensing systems, as they can

facilitate on-demand changes in key characteristics like

conductivity, wetting behaviour, colour, solubility, metal ion

binding/release capabilities, cell adhesion, surface

morphology, flexibility, colloidal system stability and

membrane permeability. Several of these materials have been

used as coatings for surface modification, in the form of

monolayers, polymer brushes, layer-by-layer coatings, block

copolymer assembly and many others. Surface modification

enabled control of wetting behaviour, surface tension and

liquid transport even against gravity (Chaudhury and

Whitesides, 1992). Furthermore, advances in materials

chemistry have enables advanced functionalities such as liquid

movement, cargo transport, sensing and self-healing to be

embedded into fluidic channels and platforms. This means

that typically inactive fluidic components, such as pumps,

valves, channel walls and filter membranes, can be

empowered with active characteristics, via bio-inspired

approaches (Figure 1). Examples reported recently in the

literature include;

• Microfluidic-integrated passive pumps that promote

enhanced liquid flow by using the inherent wicking

behaviour of hydrogels and ionogels (Akyazi et al., 2018;

Seo et al., 2019; Alvarez-Braña et al., 2021).

• Advances in digital microfluidics where electrowetting has

been used for precise manipulation of nanolitre droplets

used for the transport, mixing, splitting and

recombination, analysis and assays of a wide range of

samples and analytes, including live cells (Wheeler,

2008; Mair et al., 2019).

• Chemotactic, electrotactic and phototactic control of

discrete droplets to allow programmed movement of

microvehicles to a specific location in a microfluidic

system, without the need to pump or move the bulk

fluid (Figure 1A) (Florea et al., 2014; Francis et al.,

2015; Lach et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2018). Such attempts
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are often bioinspired by movement of biological

organisms, bacteria or cells capable of travelling in

chemical gradients (Ding et al., 2016; Tokárová et al.,

2021; Arya et al., 2022).

• On-demand patterned expansion/contraction of features

in channel walls for control of mixing behaviour

(Figure 1B) (Stumpel et al., 2014; ter Schiphorst et al.,

2018).

• Soft stimuli-responsive polymer actuators for controlling

flow direction and flow rate (Figure 1C) (Delaney et al.,

2017; Saez et al., 2018).

• Functionalised channels walls endowed with sensing

capabilities for monitoring changes in pH, metal ion

concentrations, solvent polarity, and biochemistry

(Figure 1D) (Florea et al., 2012, 2013a, 2013b; Luka

et al., 2015; Shakeri et al., 2022; Dunne et al., 2018).

• Surface tension/interfacial tension modulation for flow

(regime) control and fluid mixing (Diguet et al., 2011;

Venancio-Marques et al., 2013).

• Self-healing channels walls (Wang et al., 2022).

All of these instances demonstrate the fundamental building

blocks of fluidic systems that can monitor to some extent their

functional condition, and repair localized instances of damage or

restore adverse changes through programmed movement of

microvehicles to damaged locations in response to variations

in the chemistry of the local environment. This could be coupled

with chemically triggered release of molecular cargoes to repair

the damage at these locations, in a simplified analog of our body’s

healing of minor cuts and abrasions. Other modes of movement

might also be considered, for example, biohybrid microrobots

incorporating bioflagella (Ahmad et al., 2021) or “spermbots”

(Singh et al., 2020) designed to perform location specific repair

functions in the human body, but modified to perform similar

functions in an analytical fluidic system. Combined with channel

walls that respond to molecular stimuli (expand, contract, open

pores, change surface roughness), this could represent a

transformational change in fluidics towards the creation of

self-aware systems that have distributed biomimetic

functionalities.

These advances are occurring in tandem with dramatic

improvements in the range of technologies available for

integrating stimuli-responsive materials into microfluidic

systems. For many years, stereolithography and soft

lithography has dominated microfluidic fabrication due to

its early adoption of technologies and concepts developed for

FIGURE 1
Graphical depiction of the active fluidics concept showing four functionalities that could be incorporated in to a single microfluidic devices: (A)
energy-free transport ofmicrodroplets travelling by chemotaxis in the left direction showing a red plume of expelledmaterial from the right side; The
droplet is based on the ionic liquid trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium chloride powered by chemical gradients, as demonstrated by Francis et al., 2015;
Image produced by Annael Sort-Montenegro and the authors, unpublished work; (B) Illustration showing on-demand generation of micro-
topologies for control of mixing behaviour—envisioned angled features emerge from and converge into the surface under external
photostimulation; such structures have been demonstrated by Stumpel et al., 2014; ter Schiphorst et al., 2018); (C) photo-responsive hydrogel
microvalves showing that when the blue LED light is off, themicro-valve (depicted in yellow), stops the liquid flow (green), while switching the light on
causes a shrinking of the photo-responsive hydrogel valve and the liquid flows through the channel; such photo-responsive microvalves have been
demonstrated by Delaney et al., 2017; Saez et al., 2018; (D) Active channel walls that can be photoactivated to selectively bind and report chemical
species presented in the flow (depicted here by a change in colour). The bound species can be subsequently released via removal of the
photostimulation, which reverts the surface to the inactive non-binding form; such photo-activated coatings for metal ion accumulation, detection
and release are described by Dunne et al., 2018. All images come from research projects led/supervised by the authors.
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microelectronics. However, more recently, 3D printing

technologies have become popular for the fabrication of

fluidic platforms and functional components, due to low

cost, ease of prototyping, and access to a much wider

range of materials, including soft polymers and hydrogels.

New materials and 3D printing technologies (The Hidden

Project, 2022) adapted from bioengineering (often driven by

the realization of functional tissue scaffolds or organ-on-a-

chip devices) can also be used for creating sensing modules,

for example inside channels or on channel walls, wherein the

sensing element can be printed using the same fabrication

technology in a single-step process (Figure 2A). Today, 3D

printing technologies that can produce structures with sub-

micron resolution are available, and are compatible with a

wide range of materials and structure design, including

complex 3D geometries and structure overhangs. However,

breakthrough advances in fabrication technologies can often

come with high equipment costs, which, at least in the initial

phase, can delay widespread adoption and reduce impact. But

already, advanced 3D printing technologies for

microfabrication, including direct laser writing (DLW) by

multi-photon polymerization are becoming widely used, and

are opening up new ways to create electronic, optical and

photonic functional microstructures directly inside

microfluidic channels. (Carlotti and Mattoli, 2019; Mayer

et al., 2019; Corrielli et al., 2021). Such an example is

depicted in Figure 2B, showing flower-like micro-capsules

fabricated by DLW that can open to release their content

depending on the chemistry of the fluid passing through the

channel. This could further involve the release of

microdroplets that spontaneously move to specific sites in

a fluidic system where damage has occurred, at which point

they release their contents to repair or block the damaged

channel (Figure 2C). (Francis et al., 2015; Diamond et al.,

2019).

4 The future

The key to future evolution of research outcomes into high

impact use is to link emerging market opportunities, disruptive

enabling research, and innovative technologies, to create solutions

for societal needs. For the world of sensors, the value lies in the data

they provide. The complexity of biochemical sensing compared to

transducers has, up to now, inhibited their large-scale integration

into an “Internet of Biochemical Things”, as this requires at its core,

sensors that are inexpensive and reliable in long-term use. Natural

systems, conversely, have solved these issues and offer concepts for

FIGURE 2
Graphical depiction of responsivemicrostructures andmicrovehicles that can be integrated in fluidic devices for functionality; (A) 3D printing by
extrusion of a responsive hydrogel scaffold that fluoresces when interacting with the analyte of interest—such active components can be 3D printed
as part of the 3D printing of the fluidic platform itself; a demonstration of such a scaffold is described by Bruen et al., 2020; (B) confocal image of
flower-likemicrostructures in the passive (closed) and active (open) state—such active components can be fabricated inside the fluidic channel
by direct laser writing and used to release active content when the chemistry of the fluid changes above a certain threshold; image realized by Alexa
Ennis and the authors, unpublished data; (C) Schematic illustration showing sequentially the positions of a droplet (depicted in red) that
spontaneously moves from an initial location through microchannels via chemotaxis towards the source of the chemical attractant along a
concentration gradient arising from localized damage. Upon arrival the droplets can be programmed to perform simple repair tasks (e.g., merging
with droplets containing co-reactants for polymerisation); such chemotactic droplets have been demonstrated by Francis et al., 2015. All images
come from the research resources of the authors.
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researchers to learn from and adopt into devices. Characteristics of

living entities like self-awareness (e.g., based on sensing of internal

condition) and self-repair (e.g., based on triggered release of

microvehicles/microdroplets capable of chemotactic movement to

damage locations and performing repair tasks) provide the basis for

extending functional lifetime, and reporting issues before they cause

failure. Such concepts are already the subject of intense research, for

example, in the major EU-project BATTERY 2030+, which seeks to

dramatically improve the lifetime and efficiency of batteries through

embedded sensors andmaterials that respond to prevent the growth

of dendrites (The HIDDEN Project). In its ultimate instantiation,

solutions based entirely on materials can be envisaged, without

electronics for system operation and communications. Consider, for

example, a material that swells and contracts in response to glucose

concentration and using this response to control the release of

insulin. Such materials are known (Bruen et al., 2020), but even if

insulin control using amaterials only approach can be demonstrated

convincingly, can this be presented in amanner acceptable to society

as the next step on the road towards the artificial pancreas which, in

the heady excitement of the 1980s, appeared to be on the cusp of

happening?
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